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APRIL 2017 SPRING
Globe Style Advisor hits refresh for spring with an issue
focused on trend setting risk takers in fashion, design,
luxury travel and entertaining, and the new upbeat
mood emerging in style.

What’s noteworthy, cool and stylish for spring including
a roundup of a season’s worth of fashion exhibitions, hot
design collaborations, a dream island destination and the
creative talents to know now.

PILLARS
Fashion & Beauty

Design & Travel

Food & Drink

On the beauty beat, bold makeup
hues and unique fragrance trends
make their mark. Plus, fashion editor
Odessa Paloma Parker offers her
expert take on the fashion industry’s
new optimistic outlook.

In Prince Edward County, an emerging illustrator translates her whimsical work to unique wallpaper. Also, a
look at Tel Aviv as a design destination and a roundup of unique ways
to get around when you’re abroad.

In addition to details on the season’s buzziest trend-driven cookbooks, we highlight a new Oakville
restaurant from one of Globe Style’s
Kitchen Cabinet chefs and look at
how yogurt is shaking things up on
the cocktail scene.

Design The Shaker movement’s
influence on contemporary design
goes deeper than clean lined
kitchen cabinets. Contributing
design editor Anya Georgijevic
looks at how the ethos behind the
aesthetic is inspiring modern day
makers and living spaces.

Food and Drink In Thailand, chef
Haan Palcu-Chang discovers
contemporary takes on the country’s
cuisine and offers recipes to recreate
the culinary journey at home.

F E AT U R E S
Fashion As the fashion world
prepares to celebrate one of its
most iconic risk takers, designer Rei
Kawakubo, we photograph spring
fashion with an avant garde spirit.
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PHOTO CREDIT RILEY STEWART

2016 NATIONAL MAGAZINE
AWARDS WINNER
We’re proud to have been awarded 3
Golds for Still-Life Photography, Portrait
Photography and Spot Illustration, plus
three honourable mentions.

